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Dear Sir or Madam,
I attach this information because Ministers should avail themselves of these important
FACTS
http://www.qsociety.com.au/qonislamisation.pdf
Although I am an ordinary Australian born bred citizen, that does not exclude me from
making observations in my own community as well as others where there is a clear and
distinct "attitude" from the Muslim community that we (every other ethnicity who resides in
this coumtry) must adhere to their wishes in all matters. Disguised by a "racially" based
argument, they have demonstrated to us all that they require to be separated in every way
from the rest of the Australian population.
In dress alone, the Mulsims stand out and therefore, in a simple fact, that means they do not
and cannot integrate with the others who live here. The fact that their religion has for
thousands of years caused disharmony, due to the cultural and religious doctrines they live
by. It surely must be clear that they are the only "culture/political" immigrants who demand
"tolerance".
Since when have Australians been intolerant???? I ask that this be taken seriously as the
intolerant factor is that they themselves refuse to blend in and be seen as an Australian who
lives in a democratic Western country based rightly so, on Christian Faith based beliefs,
which have held us all and I mean ALL, in a peaceful and lawful lifestyle for hundreds of
years..
This will stop as I see that whilst they can cry "racism and intolerance" it is in fact they who
display al those qualities by their demands to be different, to be separate and to be able to
wear buquas....Whatever happened to women's libber's, whatever happened to freedom, not
the kind that allows men to covertly demand their women cover up..that is NOT the
Australian way, nor should it be. We should be able to demand that they adhere to our way
of life. There is no problem with a few mosques for prayer, but to have schools, teaching and
preaching their brand of intolerance to the Jewish faith, death to the West, death to America
et al..then that should ring alarm bells to you and us in general.
I hope and pray, that we, who have got it right in a society don;t now get it very wrong. by
bending over backwards for the most backward of all ideologies
Regards

